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Part I - Exploratory Fishing by the Oregon 

By Harvey R. Bullis, Jr.* 

INTRODUCTION 

Concurrently with other explorations in the Gulf of M exico, chiefly for shrimp, 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been engaged sinc - 1952 in a program of 
tuna exploration. Several types 
of commercial gear and fishing 
methods have been used on the 
Service's exploratory fishing ves
sel Oregon to investigate the pos
sibility of the presence of com 
mercially-valuable stocks in these 
waters. This report gives anac
count of results to the present 
time, but exploratory work is be
ing continued and a final report 
with detailed information and sta
tion lists will appear at a later 
date . 

I
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Prior to the start of the ex
ploratory fishing program in the 
Gulf there was little information 
to suggest the existence of fish
abl e tuna stocks. Observations 
made from the Ore gon during the Fig. 1 - Baiting the lo~-line gear prior to setting. Both woven bam-

h f 19 50 d 19 51 
boo baskets andgalvamzed-metal tubs are used to store the gear. 

summer mont SOan, * Fishery Methods and Equipment Specialist, Exploratory Fishing and Gear Development Section, Branch of Commercial 

Fisheries, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pascagoula, Miss. 
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v.:hile the vess,el was e ngage d in deep-water shrimp expl orations along the edge of the con
hnent,al shelf III t~e northern Gulf a nd while traveling through the central Gulf, provided 
a basIs for a n a c hve explo r ato r y program , During these periods scattered schools of 
small tuna were c ommonly s een in cal m weather, Trolling captures from these schools 
yielded blackfin tuna (Thunnu? atla~ti~us ) weighing from 3 to 18 pounds each and skip
Jack tuna (Katsuwonus pelamIs) welghlllg 5 to 20 pounds each, In early September 1951, 

Fig, 3 - Setting the gear from the stern of the orerun. Two men are used to keep the mainline and branch lines run
ning clear. The third man stands by to heave the uoys. 

seve r al l a r ge school s of black fin tuna were observed off the Mississippi and Louisiana 
coasts, In on e day 9 schools, estimated at 100 to 500 tons per school, were seen along 
the 200-fa thom cur ve , Afew weeks earlier, while the Oregon was running a northerly 
course b etween th e Campeche Banks and the Mississippi Delta, small wild schools of 
tuna were seen thr oughout the day . These tuna appeared to range from 30 to 70 pounds 
and w e r e t e ntativel y i dentified as yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) although no trolling 
c aptures w e r e made. M any of these schools responded to the spray of the fire hose and 
c ame up to th e vessel. 

The g radual a ccuml,llation of observation records provided encouraging evidence 
that exploratory f ishing for tuna in the Gulf might be fruitful and suggested a variety 
of exploratory appr oache s. A two-phase program was instigated in 1952 to expand 
our knowledge of the Gulf- tuna potential and to furnish information on applicable 
gear and fishing m eth od s . Phase one had two prinCipal objectives; to determine the 
species prese nt in commercial quantities; and to employ fishing techniques as sug
gested by the obse rved b ehavior of the tu na schools. To achieve these objectives, 
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one year (May to O ctob e r) of part-time fishing effort was devoted to each of the three 
major commercial tuna-fishing methods; purse seining, live-bait fishing, and long
lining, in that order. The se cond phase was to be dependent on the previous results 
with a basic objective of year-round application of the gear found to be most successful. 

In general , the results from the first two years of part-time work (1952-1953) 
using purse seines and live-bait techniques were inconclusive. Unfavorable weath
er during 1952 greatly hampered seining and the additional factor of fast-moving 
schools in clear water prevented successful fishing. Live-bait fishing the following 
year met with slightly more success although fewer tuna were sighted during this 
period. Several schools of mixed skipjack and blackfin tuna were fished but could 
not be held at the stern long enough to permit satisfactory catches. Occasionally 
large yellowfin tuna would appear momentarily with the smaller fish and accounted 
for several l ost rigs. None appeared while 3- and 4-pole rigs were in use. Several 
small bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) were caught from a school of mixed species 
off the Louisiana coast . Baiting operations throughout this period with a trap lift 
net (Siebenaler 1953) in the south, east, and north Gulf demonstrated a readily
available supply of tuna bait. Further work using the live-bait pole- and line-fish
ing technique is scheduled for the future. 

LONG-LINE FISHING, MAY 1954-JUNE 1955 

The first catches of commerci al promise were made in May 1954 using Japanese 
long-line gear. Exploratory fishing was carried out during May-July using the long 
line equipment employed in the Gulf of Maine bluefin tuna exploratory program (Murray 
1953). In the western Gulf 37largeyellowfinwere caught during Cruise 23 at 140ut of 

Fig. 4 - Surplus oxygen cylinders and kegs make excellent long-line 
buoys and are relatively inexpensive. Glass floats and airplane-tire 
inner tubes are also used and have been found to be entirely satisfactory. 

20 long-line stations. In July, 112 
yellowfin, averaging 99 pounds each, _ 
were caught during a two-week cruise 
(No. 24)in the northeastern Gulf of 
Mexico. 

Throughout these two cruises a 
large number of tuna were lost owing 
to the worn condition of the lines. It 
is estimated that approximately 90 per
cent of the 134 broken branch lines were 
due toyellowfin tuna. Broken branch 
lines were often found in groups adja
cent to caught tuna, and on several oc
casions yellowfin were seen parting 
the line when they could get a straight 
pull against the line hauler. F abrica
tion of new gear with modification of 
materials greatly reduced losses due 
to breakage on subsequent cruise s. 

Following the initial success of 
the first two long-lining cruises during 
May-July 1954, five of the Oregon's 
subsequent trips (to June 1955)were 
devoted to increasing the knowledge of 
the se asonal range of yellowfin in the 

Gulf and Caribbean area. During two c ruises, primarily conducted for deep-water 
shrimp explorations, afew long-line sets were made to help provide information on sea
sonal continuity . A brief resume of the long-lining results of the individual trips is as 
follows: 

Cruise 25 in August continued work in the northeastern Gulf with minor modifications 
of the gear. Twenty-one sets , ave raging 340 hooks each, yielded a catch of 127 yellowfin. 
Four of these sets failed to catch tuna; two were afternoon sets and one an overnight set. 
The rest of the sets were made in the early morning and all but one caught yellowfin. 
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Cruise 26 in September-October was an east-to-west transect hrou h th c n
tral Gulf along the 26th parallel, starting off the edge of the contmental sh If on h 
west coast of Florida and terminating at the edge of the shelf off Bro rTlsvuI ,T • 
A total of 102 yellowfin were caught on the 11 s8ts (averag~d approximately 20 h 0 

each)--72 fish were taken on 4 sets between 88 W. and 90 W. 1n he entral ulf 
northbound current . 

Cruise 27 in November was concerned with other objectives, but two ~ t 
made in the southeastern Gulf on the return leg of the trip. Five large yellowfm 
were taken on the 715 hooks fished. Cruise 27A in December continued the season-

Fig. 5 - View of the Japanese long-line hauler. O:le man stands at the ha~er. clearmg the swl\els thro 
and coiling the branch lines. 

al coverage with three sets (fishing 390 hooks each set) m the north-cen r 
Twenty-five yellowfin were landed and an additional nine were lo~ t due to 
ures as the fish were being brought to gaff. 

Cruise 28 in January 1955 was spent long-line fishing on a hne be 
sissippi Delta and Tampico, Mexico. Seventy-tv. 0 yello 'fm wer land 
sets beyond the 1, OOO-Htthom curve. Two sets. in shallower w:ter a el 
the transect failed to catch yellowfin. Sets vaned from 50 to I bask s 
average of 600 hooks per set. The best set of the trip caught 17 yello fln n 
cinity of the Sigsbee Deep. 
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C ruis e 29 in F eb r uary-March was concerned primarily with deep-water trawl
ing in the northeastern Gulf . Two long-line sets were made in early March between 
the Mis s issippi Delta and Cape San BIas but no yeUowfin were taken. The tuna catch 
consisted solely of a 300-pound bluefin. 

Cruise 30 duri ng April-May was designed to give some preliminary information 
on the continuity of yellowfin s toc ks between the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. 
An apparent disappearanc e of yellowfi n in the Gulf during March and reports of prom
ising long-line tuna catches in the vicinity of St. Croix changed the objective of the 

Fig. 6 - Position of long- line fishing stat ions in the Car ibbean dur ing Cruise 3D, April-May 1955. 

cruise to establishing the westward lim it s of fishable stoc ks in the northern Carib
bean. Yellowfin tuna were caught on 6 of the 7 s ets made east and north of Jamaica 

and 'in the Windward Passage. Of particular 
intere st in this are a was the capture of one 
to six large albac ore (Thunnus alalunga) at 
th e same stations and two big-eyed tuna (Thun
nus obesus) on a set east of False Cape, Haiti-
the first verified records for these two spe
cies f r om the western north Atlantic . Large 
numbers of giant bluefin tuna in the Wind
ward Passage area caused considerable trou
ble. At eac h of the two stations made in the 
Pas sage, eight bluefin were landed, and judg
ing by broke n gear at least that many more 
were c aught and lost. On several occasions 
the m a in line was parted, necessitating a 
search for the remaining gear . By supple
menting the regular long-line floats with large 
airc raft-type inner tubes, gear losses were 
confine d to an occasional basket or two. Four 

I sets made between the Yucatan Channel and 
I the western tip of Jamaica caught no yellowfin. 

One larg e bluefin was caught north of Grand 
Cayman and another was caught east of Cozu
mel Island. Three sets were made in the 
Gulf of Mexico ; one on the beginning leg of 
the trip in April and two on the return Ie g. 
A single y ellowfin (weighing 190 pounds) 

Fig. 7 - A large yellowfin tuna is br ought to gaff. was c aught 180 miles south of Mobile on May 1. 
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Cruise 31 from mid-May to mid-June was spent in the northeastern Gulf to 
provide an area-seasonal comparison for the work carried out during this period in 
1954 in the western Gulf. Fishing was generally poor, though showing an increase 
in catch rate between the beginning and end of the trip. A total of 29 yellowfin were 
landed on the eleven 300-hook sets. 
These fish were in spawning con
dition and averaged 149 pounds 
each. Of particular interest was 
the first successful night fishing 
for yellowfin. Three fish were 
caught on a 250-hook night set 60 
miles southeast of the Mississippi 
Delta. 

FISHING INFORMATION 

Morning, afternoon', and 
night sets were tried. The best 
catches resulted from morning 
fishing. Most exploratory sets 
were put out shortly before dawn, 
using from 30 to 75 baskets of gear, 
each basket having 10 hooks. The 
long line was buoyed-off and allow
ed to" soak" until 1 0 a. m. or 12 
noon, depending upon the amount 
of gear out. Hauling was usually 
completed by mid-afternoon. 

Fig. 8 - While the line is being pulled in, an accurate record is main
tained of the catch and gear performance. 

The number of men required to handle the long-line gear would vary with the 
size of the vessel used and its adaptability to long-line fishing. On the Oregon a 

basic crew of six men handles setting 

Fig. 9 - One of the large bluefin tuna caught in the Windward Pas
sage being hoisted aboard. Large numbers of these giant fish 
caused considerable gear snarling and damage. 

and hauling the lines. 

While setting the lines, one man 
works at the wheel and engine con
trols, two men work at the stern to 
clear the mainline and branch lines 
while paying them out, two men bait 
the hooks, and one man attaches and 
heaves the buoys. 

For hauling in the line, one man 
stands at the rail and clears branch 
lines over the rollers, removing un
used bait from the hooks. Two men 
work at the line-hauler clutch and 
regulate its speed. Two men stand 
by to pull in and coil buoy lines, re
move baskets of gear into position for 
the next set, and assist in landing the 
fish, Another man steers the vessel. 

Since the Oregon is employed for 
other fishing programs requiring the 
operation of quite different gear, full 
conversion of deck arrangements to 
make them most efficient for long
line work is neither practical nor eco
nomical. 
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As a general r ule sets are made across the current , but consideration has to 
be given to the strength and direction of the wind and the way the seas are running. 
These factors together with knowledge of how the vessel handles under varying weath
~r and current conditions will affect the choice made by the captain in selecting a 

Fig. 10 - During the hauling of long-line gear, float lines 
are unsnapped from the mainline and the buoys are 
pulled in by hand. 

Fig. 11 - A white-tip shark caught on a hand line during the 
long-line hauling operation. This species of shark is re
sponsible for the majority of shark damage to the tuna 
catch. 

course for the set. It has generally been found practical to make sets from the 
Oregon with wind velocities up to 25 miles per hour. 

A large variety of potential bait species were tried. The rough scad (Decapturus 
punctatus) was the most successful, but was in too short supply to permit good com
parative tests. Mullet, herring, and halfbeaks comprised most of the bait used. 
Through the summer of 1954 squid was used extensively, but catches almost invari
ably were poorer than with fish bait. On a number of sets where squid and fish were 

Fig. 12 - A large percentage of the catch taken by the Oregon Fig. 13 - Weights and measurements are recorded for the 
was badly mutilated by sharks. The two large yellowtliion entire catch. 
the right have no value for canning. 
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used ~.lt.er~tel:y, the catch on fish approximatel y doubled that on squid. T his was 
sU.rpnsmg m v~ew of the fact that a large majority of the yellowfin stomachs c on
tamed both sqUld and octopus. 
Many other species of fish were 
tried to some extent, including 
menhaden, pinfish, porgies, fly
ingfish, and all caught some yel
lowfin. Scrap from deep-water 
trawling was tried, including 
gempylids, bercoids, and hake, 
each catching some yellowfin in 
the limited trials. 

Yellowfin ranged from 9 to 
190 pounds each, averaging 115 
pounds throughout the year. Most 
of the catch consisted of fish be
tween 60 and 150 pounds each. 
Size-frequency records were col 
lected and will be presented i n a 
later report. 

Considerable trouble was ex
perienced with sharks. During 
the hauling operation from 2 or 3 
to as many as 25 white- tip sha rks 
(Pterolamiops longimanus) were 
usually observed following t he 
vessel., and when left unmolested 
the sharks attacked the tuna as the 
fish were being landed. About 30 
percent of the yeUowfin c a tch was 
damaged to some ext~nt ; 20 pe r 
cent was unfit for canning. Less 
commonly, other species of s harks Fig. 14 - Part of a catch ofyellowfin twla and marlin. 
were observed striking the hooked 
fish. The practice of throwing garbage or unused bait overboard just before or dur
ing hauling appeared to attract m ore sharks and was abandoned. Several shark-kill
ing techniques were tried to eliminate the problem. Most successful were chumming 
the sharks with multilated tuna and shooting them with a high-powered "rifle, or hang-

~-----------~----------------- ---------------------

Fig. 15a - Diagram of the long line showing the s ixth basket from the left in Figure 15b drawn with equal vertical and hori
zontal scales. The 4-fathom branch lines have been added to show spacing. 

Ing a row of baited shark hooks in the water at the stern. Sharks caught on hand 
lines were hung over the rail a t t he stern until they could be hoisted aboard where 
fins and livers were removed. Although the livers of the white-tip shark generally 
run low in vitamin A potency and a re perhaps not marketable under present con
ditions, there is a market fo r fins and these may prove to be a valuable byproduct. 
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Exploratory sets were made from the Oregon using buoy lines of varying lengths 
to determine the best fishing depth. For most of the 1954 sets, 5 baskets were sets 
with buoys attached close up to the mainline, the following five baskets with 5-fath
om buoy lines, the following five with 10-fathom buoy lines, and so on down to 40 
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Fig. 15b - Depth-recorder tracing of lo:lg lme just pnor to hauling, The vertical lines mark the points where the buoys 

were passed 0,1 the surface while running alo:J6 the line, The mainline is suspended on 2C-fathom buoy lines and shows 
sag varying from 5 to 12 fathoms. The erratic appearance of the fifth basket from the left was caused by tuna on the 
line, This basket caught one yellowfin and 4 blackfin tuna. There was no catch 0:1 the other baskets shown. The black 
portion at the top of the recorder paper was produced because the sensitivity or gain of the "Echograph" Depth Re
corder was increased. Note that such a nearly-complete record is only possible when the wind and current conditions 
hold the line in a vertical plane. 

fathoms . Only a few sets were made at greater depths, and only a few afternoon or 
night sets were made. One yellowfin was taken from a basket set with 70-fathom 
buoy lines, and catches on afternoon sets were low. No tuna were taken on night 
sets made in 1954. Bathythermograph casts were made at most fishing stations in 
an effort to determine the position of a thermocline . 

Up to the present time the best fishing has been on sets made at dawn or slight
ly before with buoy-line lengths from 10 to 20 fathoms during periods with moderate 
seas (not calm), and there has been no correlation between surface signs of tuna and 
the catch rate. Generally, the catch rates were poor on sets made where water 
depths were less than 500 fathoms. However, an insufficient number of sets have 
been made to properly evaluate many of these factors which presumably influence 
the catch. 

Mainline sag is an important factor in determining fishing depths . On some oc 
casions it has been possible to get excellent depth-recorder tracings of the main
line which in turn have given considerable information on the amount and variation 
of sag (see fig. 15b). The amount of downward sag is influenced chiefly by the dis 
tance between buoys and the factors which tend to stream the gear, such as current 
and wind (pushing the buoys). Varying the amount of slack in the mainline while set
ting will change the depth of the gear. There is a tendency for the buoys at either 
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Fig. 16 - Removing fins from a medium-size dusky shark. 
Such byproducts in long-line fishing may provide sub
stantial additional income. 

.. . "-

-
Fig. 17 - Removing the liver from a dusky shark caught on the 

long line. Samples of liver from all of the species of shark 
commonly caught are being tested for potentially-valuable 
byproducts. 

end of the line to come together, greatly increasing the sag. When the line is set 
with little slack, the sag per basket averages about 8 to 10 fathoms (level of attach
ment of buoy line to mainline to the level of the bottom of the catenary) except for 
the end baskets. Often the buoys on either end will bunch up and the mainline will 
sag to over 60 fathoms. The presence of fish on the line can usually be detected by 
the erratic picture of the mainline. Fish may pull the line to one side or another, 
out of range of the depth sounder. 

F ig. 18 - A deck scene during long-line hauling operations. 
A medium-size bluefin tuna has just been landed and is 
being hauled out of the way. 

Fig. - 19 - A catch of large bluefin tuna from the Windward 
Passage. 
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A large number of other species of fis h were cau ght on the long lines. White 
marlin (Makaira alb ida) were caught on the majority of th e se ts . Blue mar lin (Ma
kaira nigricans ampla) appeared less commonly . Sailfish (I stioph or us a me r ic amls) 
were rarely taken. During the early months of long-lining these fish were landed 

Fig. 20 - Night-light dipnetting for young tuna in the offshore waters 
of the Gulf. 

and the possibility of their being a 
salable byproduc t was investigated. 
Since April 1955 , a tagging pro 
gram has been underway in cooper 
ation with the Woods Hole O ceano
graphic I nstitution and all spea r
fishes in good condition have bee n 
tagged and released . O ne small 
swordfish (Xiphias gladious) was 
caught in June 1954 . 

A large number of lancetfish 
(Alepisaurus ferox) have been 
caught throughout the year . In
dlviduals are commonly caught 
containing six or seven long- line 
baits and this species undoubtedly 
accounts for a large share of th e 
bare hooks, which reduces the 
amount of effective gear on a s et . 

In cooperation with biologists 
from the Service's Branch of F ish
ery Biology and the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution, some 
information has been gathered on 
the spawning and feeding of yellow 
fin in the Gulf. The capture of ripe 
fish in the Gulf of C ampeche in 
May 1954 and in the northern Gulf 
in June 1955, and collections of 
young yellowfins at widely scatter 
ed night - light dipnet stations dur 
ing the summer and early fa ll s hows 

t he Gulf to be one of the spawning areas for this species . Stomach analyses indica te 
a year-round feeding on deep-water pelagic fish, squid, and octopus . O ccasionally , 
a yellowfin stomach has been found to contain bits of sargassum weed a nd small ca
rangids, showing some degree of surface feeding . 

CONC LUSIONS 

The lack of information needed to make year - by- year compar iso ns of seasonal 
cat c h rates and distribution precludes a comprehens ive analy sis fo r the present. 
The coverage to date does indicate the presence of deep- swimming tuna stoc ks dis 
tributed throughout the Gulf beyond the 500-f a thom curve . C a tches by th e Oregon 
and several commercial vessels have been made during every month except April. 
(A single yellowfin was caught in the eas t e r n Gulf on May 1 and several small land
ings were made during the followi ng two weeks i n the nor thern Gulf . ) However, 
catches of commercial pr~mis e hav e been made only dur ing May through January . 

Starting in the fall of 1954 the owne rs of several fishing vess els rigged with 
varying quantities of long-line gear carri ed out supplementary exploratory fishing 
in the Gulf of Mexico and northern Caribbean . Their c atch records have been com 
municated to the Service 's offic e in Pascagoula and have provided valuable addition
al data. 
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Fig 21 - A t the completion of the hauling operation the catch 
is placed in a refrigerated brine well. Twenty-four hour s 
later the frozen fish are transferred to dry cold storage. 

Flg. 22 - Successful fishing and strong currents usually re
sult in large amounts of twisted and fouled gear . Itgeneral
lytakes Oile or two hours to straighten out the gear after 
each set. Upper right: two airplane-tire inner tubes are used 
as additional floats in areas where large bluefin are know to be 
present. Bottom: basketball- type floats are also being tried. 

As yet no commercial boat has fished the Gulf with a full complement of long
line gear. Converted trawlers and snapper schooners have run up to 60 baskets 
(600 hooks), which is perhaps half the amount of gear an experienced crew could han
dIe. Thus, while some trips 
are statistically encouraging 
from the numbers of yellow
fin caught per 100 hooks fish
ed, they have generally fail
ed to produce profitable 
trips. The largest catch to 
date was made in September 
of last year when the M Iv 
Santo Antonio, fishing 120 
miles south of the Mississip
pi Delta, landed over 13 tons 
of yellowfin on a two-week 
trip while fishing less than 
400 hooks per day. 

Inlate February 1955, a 
sudden decline in the yellow
fin tuna catch coincided with
in a week with the appearance 
of large bluefin tuna weigh
ing from 300 to more than 
700 pounds each. At first 
an occasional bluefin was Fig. 23 - Unloading yellowfin at the completion of the cruise. 
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aptured WI h several yeUowfin but by the second week in March the catches had be
orne exclusively bluefin . During March and April gear damage and loss due to these 

<11 (> f1sh was severe, and due to the absence of a market for large bluefin the pilot 
ercial ventures were either temporarily suspended or transferred to the north-

stern Caribbean. 

Fl • 24 - n pro!:>lem of handling giant bluefin tuna ashore is partly solved by butchering them with a power saw. 

tually, little fishing was carried out in the Gulf by either the Oregon or com 
! v ~ Is from m Id- March to May. The relatively few sets were confined, 
most part, to the northeastern Gulf. 

1 h ' 'r-all C'att.:h rate during the past year was approximately 1.2 yellowfin 
100 hooks. 'I he best fishing to date was in the north central Gulf beyond the 

I ,OOO-fathom Ul"\,e where the catch averaged about 2.7 fishper 100 hooks. These av 
r slightly !OWCl' than averages of some of the commercial boats that con
lr fIshing to mol' "proved" areas . The highest individual catches on the 

approxImately G. 5 yellowfin per 100 hooks . Catches on the Santo An
:-. hi h as 10 to 12 fish per 100 hooks . 

produced f\.!w small tuna of any species in spite of their appar-
up nod a Judg by surface signs. The earlier re 'ol'ds of sur-
)f bla kIIn tuna ha ." been impr ssiv ly augmented throughout the 

It us rvat1 ns of s ho01s during each month at sea . Still, catches 
mall, n rall nne or two blackfin tuna on a set. The largest numb '1' 

k n on a s t as 7, and often none was caugh t even whe n surfac ing schools 
n n nu throughout th' fishing at' as, Often sharks caught on the long 

bl kfln h t showed signs of ha 'lng be 'n torn from a hook, 
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but the small catch has been assumed to be due to selectivity of the g r (prun rll 
in hook size) that has been designed for capturing large hsh. This then leaves op 

Fig. 25 - Drying the shark fins ashore. 

for the present, the question of the blackfin tuna potential which has been estimat d 
to be greater than that of any of the other species in the Gulf. 
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